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In Celtic Spirituality, acclaimed translator and scholar Philip Freeman allows the voices of the
Celts to speak once more.Though the Celtic civilization has long disappeared, lingering traces
of their spirituality haunt Ireland and the surrounding land. Tantalizing snippets of faded
manuscript pages, ancient stone carvings, and spells from the mystery-shrouded Druids have
sparked the imagination of generations of modern seekers.Translated from their original
languages—Gaulish, Latin, Irish, and Welsh—the passages and stories in Celtic Spirituality
are true artifacts of the Celts' vibrant and varied religion from both the pre-Christian and early
Christian period. From a ritual of magical inspiration to stories of the ancient gods and
adventures of long-forgotten heroes, Freeman has unearthed a stunning collection of Celtic
work. The translation is accessible to the modern reader, but maintains the beauty and
vibrancy of the original. Celtic Spirituality includes material that has never been translated
before, offering a new glimpse into the wisdom and wild magic of the Celts.
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mounds of Ireland to the Tuatha Dé Danaan—to Lug, Ogma, and all the rest. But he kept the
best of síd mounds, the great tomb at Newgrange, for himself.—from “The Taking of the Síd
Mound”Drive north of Dublin in the dark morning hours of the winter solstice past the tidy
suburban homes and modern shopping malls and you will soon come to the green banks of
the River Boyne. Park your car at the Brú na Bóinne Visitor Centre and make your way across
the river and up the path to a curving wall of white stones barely visible in the faint glow of the
coming dawn. Walk past the intricate, swirling decorations carved ages ago on the huge rock
by the entrance and then under the massive stone lintel with its roof-box opening facing
southeast above you. Walk in reverent silence down the long, dark passageway to the central
chamber that was old centuries before the Egyptians built the pyramids at Giza. Feel the cold
of the ancient stones against your hands and hear the sound of your own heart beating in the
darkness.Then turn around.Down the long passageway and through the distant hole above the
lintel you will see a beam of light from the rising sun piercing the shadows of the tomb and
scattering the darkness all around you.For more than five thousand years the great tomb of
Newgrange on the River Boyne has been a sacred space and an important part of Irish
spiritual beliefs. For the Neolithic farmers who built it, it was a place aligned with the
movements of the heavens to honor their ancestors and gods. For the Celts who arrived after
them, it was a place of ancient magic, the home of the mystical Tuatha Dé Danaan, and a
doorway into the dangers and delights of the Otherworld. For Christians after the arrival of St.
Patrick, it was a reminder that the old gods still dwelled in the land of Ireland—divinities who
were as much a part of the spiritual landscape of the island as the green hills and flowing
rivers.The Celts of ancient Europe stretched from Ireland and Britain to Spain, France (called
Gaul in early times), northern Italy, central Europe, and into the lands of Galatia in Anatolia.
They were a thriving culture that, while never united as a single empire, were a source of
looming danger and endless fascination to the Greeks and Romans of the Mediterranean
world. Julius Caesar crushed the Celts of Gaul in the first century BCE and Roman armies
subdued other Celtic lands, but traditional Celtic beliefs survived for centuries afterward, even
under occupation. In Ireland, a Celtic land never conquered by the legions, the old ways of the
gods and druids lasted until well after the arrival of Christian missionaries. Indeed, in some
ways they survive still today.Sadly, so much about the spiritual world of the ancient Celts has
been lost to us. What does remain are tales told from long ago written on faded manuscript
pages, along with a few rituals, magic spells, poems, and prayers that give us at least a
glimpse into a forgotten time. In this small book it has been my goal to give modern readers a
selection of the best authentic Celtic stories and sources that remain from both pre-Christian
and early Christian spiritual life, so that you may discover them for yourself and listen to the
ancient voices of the Celts that can still speak to us today.A NOTE ON THE READINGSThe
passages and stories that follow were written over the course of many centuries. The earliest
were recorded by sometimes hostile Greeks and Romans observing the Celts from the outside



and writing about them in Greek or Latin, but most come from Celtic authors themselves
writing about their own lives and traditions in Gaulish, Latin, Irish, or Welsh. I’ve translated
some of them word for word from the original languages, but many are paraphrases or
retellings based closely on the native sources and condensed for brevity’s sake. In all of them
I’ve tried to preserve the style, flavor, and wonder of the original tales.The Gods and
Goddesses of the Ancient CeltsOnly scattered fragments remain of the rich and complex
religious traditions of the early Celtic tribes. Archaeology is telling us more each year about the
physical remains of Celtic religion, but we are still forced to rely mostly on secondhand
observations by Greek and Roman authors who were often hostile to the Celts and who
usually substituted the names of their own Greek and Roman gods for native Celtic names. But
if we do our best to see beyond the bias of these classical writers, we can glimpse a
fascinating world of countless gods and goddesses who inhabited and illuminated every corner
of ancient Celtic life.The most important god of the Gauls is Mercury. There are images of him
throughout the land. He is said to be the inventor of all human arts, the guide for every path
and journey, and the god in charge of trade and commerce.After Mercury, the most important
gods are Apollo, Mars, Jupiter, and Minerva. These gods are in charge of the same areas of life
as among other peoples—Apollo cures diseases, Minerva oversees crafts, Jupiter rules the
skies, and Mars is the god of war.Before a great battle the Gauls will often dedicate the spoils
of the enemy to Mars. If they win, they sacrifice all the animals they capture to the god and
collect the other captured goods in a single place among their tribe. You may often see these
objects piled up in a sacred spot among whatever tribe you visit. It is most rare that anyone will
dare to disturb these spoils or steal from them. If someone does, they are tortured and
punished in the most horrible ways imaginable.The Gods of DarknessAs with many spiritual
traditions from around the world, ancient Celtic religion acknowledged a dark side to balance
the light. This aspect of Celtic beliefs was emphasized by many Greeks and Romans who
wanted to portray the Celts as savages, but to deny its existence altogether is equally
dishonest. As the Romans themselves honored their own gods of the underworld, the ancient
Celts acknowledged the necessary shadows of life, going so far as to place their own origins in
a world of darkness.The Gauls all say that they are descended from a common father, Dis, the
god of the dark underworld. The druids confirm this in their teachings. Because of this belief
they measure time by the passing of nights, not days. Birthdays and the beginnings of months
and years all start at night.The Twin Gods of the SeaOne of the earliest stories we have of
Celtic gods come from a fragment of a Greek historian named Timaeus who lived in Sicily in
the early third century BCE, just after the time of Alexander the Great. The work of Timaeus
itself does not survive, but pieces of it were preserved in later authors. In his history written for
a Greek audience, he tells of a Celtic myth about twin gods who came to Celts from the sea,
probably to the wild shores of the Atlantic Ocean in Gaul. Like most Greek and Roman authors,
he substitutes familiar gods and names from Greek mythology, such as the twins Castor and
Pollux, known as the Dioscori (“Sons of Zeus”). Behind this short fragment must lie a rich and
fascinating Celtic myth, but it is lost to us forever.Historians of old tell of the Celts who lived on
the shore of the Ocean who honored the Dioscori above all of their gods. There is an ancient
tradition among them that these two gods came to them from the sea.Ancient Gaulish Animal
MagicThe world of nature was always important in Celtic religious beliefs and animals were
celebrated prominently in Celtic myths and religious practices from the earliest times, often as
links between the divine world and our own.Two stories of sacred birds from ancient Gaul are
recorded by Greek writers. The first is from a third-century BCE historian named Eudoxus from
the Greek island of Rhodes, while the second comes a century later from a traveler named



Artemidorus from the city of Ephesus in Asia Minor. In both cases the original texts have been
lost, but fragments are quoted in later, skeptical writers.Eudoxus says the following about the
Celts. Believe it if you want or ignore it if you think it too fanciful.When clouds of locusts swarm
over their country and begin to eat their crops, the Celts offer certain prayers and offer
sacrifices to call on birds to help them. If the birds are willing to hear these prayers, they come
in huge numbers and eat the locusts. But if someone captures one of these birds, he is
punished with death according to their laws. If he is pardoned for taking the bird and is
released, the other birds become very angry and will not return again if called.The following
story told by Artemidorus is very hard to believe.There is a certain harbor on the sea coast
called Two Crows. A pair of crows live there with right wings that are partly white. If two people
have a disagreement about something, they come to the shore and each throws a cake of
barley into the air. The birds will fly up and eat one cake but scatter the other. The one whose
cake is scattered is judged winner in the dispute.The Druids and Their TeachingsThe druids,
who have captured the imagination of many modern people with a spiritual inclination, were the
priests and priestesses of the ancient Celts. They were also judges, scientists, physicians, and
much more. There is so much we don’t know about the ancient druids, but as the brief
passages below reveal, what we do know is fascinating.The druids study the ways of nature,
but also the principles of morality and human behavior. The Gauls consider the druids the most
just of people and trust them to judge both public and private disputes. In the past, they even
stepped between Celtic armies at war and stopped battles. Murder cases are also judged by
the druids. They believe that when condemned prisoners are sacrificed, the land will
prosper.The druids say that the human soul and the universe as a whole are indestructible, but
at some time in the future both fire and water will overcome the world.It is said that the
teachings of the druids began in Britain. Even today those young druids most diligent about
their studies will travel to Britain to complete their training.The druids, unlike all other Gauls,
are exempt from serving in the army and from paying taxes. This is attractive to many young
people and so they freely commit themselves to the long course of druidic study. Others are
sent by their parents. In their druidic schools they learn an endless number of poetic verses, so
many that it often takes them twenty years of training. They are not permitted to write down
anything, for this weakens the memory.The druids have many teachings that they hand down
to those learning their ways, such as the secrets of the motion of the stars, the size of the
cosmos and the earth, the order of the natural world, and the powers of the immortal
gods.Women of the DruidsAmong the ancient Celts, women as well as men could be druids. In
fact, of the handful of individual druids we know from classical times, most were the women
mentioned in these three passages from imperial biographies dating to the latter centuries of
the Roman Empire. They show that faith in the druidic power of prophecy continued long after
the Roman conquest of Gaul.The female druid exclaimed to the emperor as he left, “Go ahead,
but don’t hope for victory nor put any trust in your soldiers.”While the future emperor Diocletian
was still a young soldier he was staying at a tavern in the land of the Tongri tribe in Gaul. Every
day he paid his bill to the landlady, who was a druidess. One day she said to him, “Diocletian,
you are both greedy and cheap!” He jokingly said back to her, “Don’t worry, I’ll be more
generous when I’m the emperor.” She responded, “Don’t laugh, for you will indeed be emperor
when you’ve killed the boar.”On certain occasions Aurelian would consult with druidesses from
Gaul to discover whether his descendants would rule after him. They told him no name would
be more famous than the line of Claudius. Indeed, our current emperor Constantius is of the
line of Claudius.Visions from the DeadIn many ancient cultures, people sought inspiration and
wisdom from their ancestors who had passed from this life to the next. The Celts did this as



well, according to a second-century BCE Greek poet named Nicander from the town of
Colophon in Asia Minor, as recorded by the Christian author Tertullian several centuries later.
This is the earliest reference we have to the Celtic belief in life after death.It is often said that
the dead truly live because we have visions of them in dreams. The Nasamones receive
oracular inspiration from sleeping at the tombs of their dead parents, according to the writings
of Heraclides—or maybe it was Nymphodorus or Herodotus. The Celts do the same, spending
the night near the graves of their famous men, as Nicander confirms.Reincarnation and
RebirthIn the Greek and Roman religious world, the dead—good and bad alike—were
commonly believed to dwell in a gloomy afterlife of dust and darkness. The Celts, however,
were an exception to this common ancient view of life after death. Although we may associate
reincarnation and rebirth of the soul with the ancient religions of India, the Celts also believed
that the human soul survived death and was reborn in time into another body.
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AMK, “fasinating read.. Learning about old civilizations is fascinating and this easy to read
book about the gods and myths of the Celts is wonderful. Irish legends and larger than life
tales have a very long history. Anyone who is interested in history and mythology would enjoy
this book. It would be great for mature teen readers to older adults. I received a copy of this
ARC in exchange for a fair and honest review.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Awesome book!. I really enjoyed this book!”
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